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Lavish Publishing, LLC. Paperback. Condition: New. 188 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.0in. x 0.4in.In
the center of a magical world there grows a beautiful and terrible chasm of climbing plants. On one
side of the Ivy Wall we find the hell-of-Tyndra, on the other, the heaven-of-Ardnyt. But legend has it
that in the middlelives a preternatural beast that imprisons and tortures the children from both
sides. When the war against time begins, Azza will have to cross over the Ivy Wall, something that
has never been done before by a living being. But if she does make it through, she just might
discover who she really is and how she became trapped in this alternate reality. A fairytale at heart,
this is the first chapter in the epic saga of the youngest and most fickle of the four Norn Sisters. The
same feisty immortal creature who must escape her inherent inner darkness to learn the meaning
of love. A veritable palindrome from start to finish, the narrative of Where Tyndra Turns to Ardnyt
journeys through duality to discover what shocking truths emerge when up becomes down, life
becomes death, suffering becomes release, and the most unexpected endings become the most...
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Extensive manual for pdf fanatics. This can be for all who statte there was not a well worth looking at. I am pleased to tell you that this is basically the very
best pdf i have go through inside my individual existence and might be he finest ebook for at any time.
-- Dor ia n Roob-- Dor ia n Roob

This book will never be straightforward to start on looking at but extremely exciting to read. I actually have read through and that i am sure that i am
going to gonna go through once more again in the future. I am happy to explain how this is the very best book i have read through in my individual
lifestyle and may be he best publication for at any time.
-- Estr ella  Howe DV M-- Estr ella  Howe DV M
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